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Thymus cells of the immune system require the cytokine interleukin-21 to control chronic viral infections.
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The architecture of a membrane protein channel helps explain how Escherichia coli survive the acidic conditions of the stomach.
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Comment on “A Large Excess in Apparent Solar Oblateness Due to Surface Magnetism”
J. R. Kuhn et al.
full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/324/5931/1143-b

Response to Comment on “A Large Excess in Apparent Solar Oblateness Due to Surface Magnetism”
M. D. Fivian et al.
full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/324/5931/1143-c
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Balancing two science careers in one family.
M. D. Fivian et al.
full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/324/5931/1143-b

Response to Comment on “A Large Excess in Apparent Solar Oblateness Due to Surface Magnetism”
M. D. Fivian et al.
full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/324/5931/1143-c
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Balancing two science careers in one family.

In Person: Breaking All the Rules
A. Sasso
Terral Topp and Dorkina Myrick have two careers, their research careers.
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A new technology could boost the storage capacity of conventional optical discs 10,000-fold.
Martian Water Had Antifreeze
Dissolved minerals might have kept liquid flowing on the Red Planet.
Tumors Trigger Cancer Blues
Biochemical signals from tumors cause anxiety and depression in rats.
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The Signal Transduction Knowledge Environment
EDITORIAL GUIDE: “Omic” Risk Assessment
M. B. Major and R. T. Moon
Integration of multiple data sets is the key to hit validation.

RESEARCH ARTICLE: System-Wide Changes to SUMO Modifications in Response to Heat Shock
F. Golebiowski et al.
SUMO is redistributed among many targets to mediate both short- and long-term signaling events.
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Combining an siRNA screen with a small-molecule screen reveals a negative pathway regulator.
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R. L. Silverstein and M. Febbraio
Signaling by CD36 is ligand and cell specific and is implicated in multiple human diseases.
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Plan your travel with this list of meetings, conferences, and workshops related to cell signaling.

SCIENCEPODCAST
Free Weekly Show
Download the 29 May Science Podcast to hear about assessing Arctic oil and gas reserves, bat white-nose syndrome, your letters to Science, and more.
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blogs.sciencemag.org/origins
A History of Beginnings
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blogs.sciencemag.org/scienceinsider
Science Policy News and Analysis
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Antigenic and Genetic Characteristics of Swine-Origin 2009 A(H1N1) Influenza Viruses Circulating in Humans
R. J. Garten et al.
Evolutionary analysis suggests a triple reassortant avian-to-pig origin for the 2009 influenza A(H1N1) outbreak.
10.1126/science.1176225
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